LEVEL
YEAR

TERM 1
5-6
2016
BIG IDEA
What makes a great leader?

TERM 2
5-6
2016
BIG IDEA
Sudden geological changes or extreme
weather conditions can affect Earth’s surface

KEY UNDERSTANDINGS
KEY UNDERSTANDINGS
Leaders throughout time have brought about Our Earth is constantly changing through
change in our world and impact on the way
natural processes.
we live
Changes to the Earth are sometimes
There are certain characteristics that good
unavoidable
leaders share
The effects of natural hazards impact on the
Many leaders overcome personal hardship in lives of individuals and communities
order to improve situations for other people
We have a responsibility to manage the
There are leaders in every walk of life who
impact of natural processes
come from diverse backgrounds and
experiences

KEY QUESTIONS
KEY QUESTIONS
What are the characteristics of good leaders? How do natural processes impact our Earth’s
surface?
What do good leaders do, and how do they
do it?
How are people’s lives impacted by natural
hazards?
What motivates ordinary people to do
extraordinary things?
How can we responsibly manage the impact
How can we recognise and use our own
of natural processes?
leadership skills effectively?

TERM 3
5-6
2016
BIG IDEA
How has Australia’s story grown and
developed?

TERM 4
5-6
2016
BIG IDEA
The Earth is part of a system of planets
orbiting around a star (sun)

KEY UNDERSTANDINGS
Many different people, from diverse
backgrounds, have shaped Australia’s story
over time

KEY UNDERSTANDINGS
There are similarities and differences
between the movement of the Sun, Moon
and stars

Australia’s story is rich and unique, and
continues to evolve

The Sun, Moon and Stars appear in the sky
over a period of several hours

Our nation has been built on the hard work, The Earth is part of a solar system orbiting
vision, determination and sacrifices of
the Sun while it rotates on its axis
people from the past who strove to make life
better
People make sacrifices to maintain the
values that are important to their time, and
some of these values are universal
KEY QUESTIONS
What is Australia’s story?
How have people in Australia’s past
influenced the development of our nation?
Why do some people push themselves
beyond normal limits in order to achieve
something extraordinary?
How are our values today similar or different
to those of the past?

KEY QUESTIONS
How do we know that the Earth is part of a
system of planets orbiting a star (the Sun)?
How does the appearance of constellations
at different times of the year connect with
the Earth orbiting the sun?

What are the characteristics of objects in the
solar system?

